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IIM-Ahmedabad study calls for gold spot 
exchange 

 
By PTI | Feb 17, 2016, 10.22 PM IST 
 

 

AHMEDABAD: The India Gold Policy Centre (IGPC) at the IIM-A here today called for setting up 
of a gold spot exchange for efficient price discovery and ensure quality. 
 
 
 
The recommendations were submitted to the centre following a detailed study by the Indian 
Institute of Management, Ahmedabad (IIM-A). 

 

The IGPC claimed that such a spot exchange will not only be viable but also increase value 
added activity. 

 

"Despite being the second largest gold importer in the world with a demand of nearly 1,000 

tonne annually, India lacks many key elements of the gold ecosystem," IIM-A professor Joshy 

Jacob, who conducted the study along with Prof Jayant Verma, said. 

 

"At present, most of the demand for physical gold in the country is routed through hubs outside 

the country, particularly Dubai. Quality of gold available and the price in various parts of the 

country vary significantly. Large players procure gold directly from miners and traders in 

overseas gold hubs, while the medium and small jewellers are often forced to depend on large 

players and face significant price disadvantage," he said. 

 
The study was conducted after interacting with many stakeholders and after studying the gold 
spot exchanges in Turkey, China Singapore and Dubai. 
 
 
 
"We have seen that after Turkey, China and Dubai set up gold exchanges, gold trade became 
more regularised and a gold value chain has been completed in those countries, Jacob said. 

 

"To avoid conflicts of interest the gold exchange must be promoted by neutral players like stock 

exchanges, banks and other financial entities rather than by gold market participants," Verma 

said. 

http://economictimes.indiatimes.com/markets/commodities/iim-ahmedabad-study-calls-for-gold-spot-exchange/articleshow/51029688.cms
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IIM-Ahmedabad study calls for gold spot 
exchange 

 
By PTI | Feb 17, 2016, 10.22 PM IST 
 

 

AHMEDABAD: The India Gold Policy Centre (IGPC) at the IIM-A here today called for setting up 
of a gold spot exchange for efficient price discovery and ensure quality. 

 

The recommendations were submitted to the centre following a detailed study by the Indian 
Institute of Management, Ahmedabad (IIM-A). 

 

The IGPC claimed that such a spot exchange will not only be viable but also increase value 
added activity. 

 

"Despite being the second largest gold importer in the world with a demand of nearly 1,000 

tonne annually, India lacks many key elements of the gold ecosystem," IIM-A professor Joshy 

Jacob, who conducted the study along with Prof Jayant Verma, said. 

 

"At present, most of the demand for physical gold in the country is routed through hubs outside 

the country, particularly Dubai. Quality of gold available and the price in various parts of the 

country vary significantly. Large players procure gold directly from miners and traders in 

overseas gold hubs, while the medium and small jewellers are often forced to depend on large 

players and face significant price disadvantage," he said. 
 

 

The study was conducted after interacting with many stakeholders and after studying the gold 
spot exchanges in Turkey, China Singapore and Dubai. 

 

"We have seen that after Turkey, China and Dubai set up gold exchanges, gold trade became 
more regularised and a gold value chain has been completed in those countries, Jacob said. 

 

"To avoid conflicts of interest the gold exchange must be promoted by neutral players like stock 

exchanges, banks and other financial entities rather than by gold market participants," Verma 

said. 

http://www.business-standard.com/article/pti-stories/iim-a-study-calls-for-gold-spot-exchange-116021701252_1.html
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Centre Finalising Gold Policy Reforms, Budget 
 

Rollout Likely 

 

Calls meeting of stakeholders today to finalise national bullion board and exchange 

 
Rajesh Bhayani | Mumbai February 21, 2016 Last Updated at 23:40 IST 

 

The Centre has called a meeting on Monday to finalise a proposal to set up a National Bullion 

Board, an umbrella body to implement gold policies and reforms, as well as a gold spot 

exchange. 

 
Industry stakeholders, representatives from the Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad 

(IIM-A)'s India Gold Policy Centre and officials from the commerce and finance ministry will 

attend the meeting, which comes a week ahead of the Union Budget for 2016-17. According to 

sources, finance minister Arun Jaitley will announce several measures in the meeting, intended 

to reform the gold trade. 

 
Apart from these two major issues, the finance ministry will also consider duty on dore (unrefined 

gold) imports, in view of some cases of misuse of concessions in import duty by some refineries 

in excise-free zones. The move is aimed at ending a one per cent arbitrage by way of lower duty 

to refineries in excise-free zones. 

 
According to sources, the ministry is also considering a proposal to relax the Gold Monetisation 

Scheme (GMS) to ensure a better response. The Central Board of Direct Taxes had clarified that 

during raids by the income tax department, gold up to 500g cannot be seized. The finance 

ministry might allow such gold to be monetised under GMS without producing evidence of 

purchase. 

http://www.business-standard.com/budget/article/centre-finalising-gold-policy-reforms-budget-rollout-likely-116022100804_1.html
http://www.business-standard.com/budget/article/centre-finalising-gold-policy-reforms-budget-rollout-likely-116022100804_1.html
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Sudheesh Nambiath, lead analyst-precious metals, GFMS, Thomson Reuters, however, says 

certain factors might be missing in deliberation on gold policies. "In these deliberations, I haven't 

noticed willingness by policymakers to allow banks to buy gold bars from the market, allow 

banks to export refined gold bars and make banks operate as a bullion bank, instead of just 

being a channelising agent. Unless these basics are worked out, the concept of a spot gold 

exchange or the need to have a bullion board is not worth it." 

 
India Bullion Jewellers Association has tied up with the BSE to set up a gold exchange. The 

finance ministry is considering a study done by IIM-A professors Jayant Varma and Joshy 

Jacob. According to the study, the proposed exchange should be under the Securities and 

Exchange Board of India's regulations. 

 
The study also recommends it be set up in the finance special economic zone coming up at 

GIFT City near Ahmedabad and all foreign participants be allowed on it, while Indian players can 

participate according to the provisions of Foreign Exchange Management Act. The study has not 

favoured setting up of exchange by industry participants such as jewellers, refiners and traders. 

The stakeholders' meeting will discuss this report from IIM-A. 
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IIM-Ahmedabad study calls for gold spot 
exchange 

 
By PTI | Feb 17, 2016, 10.22 PM IST 
 

 

AHMEDABAD: The India Gold Policy Centre (IGPC) at the IIM-A 
 
here today called for setting up of a gold spot exchange for efficient price discovery and ensure 
quality. 

 

The recommendations were submitted to the centre following a detailed study by the Indian 
Institute of Management, Ahmedabad (IIM-A). 

 

The IGPC claimed that such a spot exchange will not only be viable but also increase value 
added activity. 

 

"Despite being the second largest gold importer in the world with a demand of nearly 1,000 

tonne annually, India lacks many key elements of the gold ecosystem," IIM-A professor Joshy 

Jacob, who conducted the study along with Prof Jayant Verma, said. 

 

"At present, most of the demand for physical gold in the country is routed through hubs outside 

the country, particularly Dubai. Quality of gold available and the price in various parts of the 

country vary significantly. Large players procure gold directly from miners and traders in 

overseas gold hubs, while the medium and small jewellers are often forced to depend on large 

players and face significant price disadvantage," he said. 

 
The study was conducted after interacting with many stakeholders and after studying the gold 
spot exchanges in Turkey, China Singapore and Dubai. 

 

"We have seen that after Turkey, China and Dubai set up gold exchanges, gold trade became 
more regularised and a gold value chain has been completed in those countries, Jacob said. 

 

"To avoid conflicts of interest the gold exchange must be promoted by neutral players like stock 

exchanges, banks and other financial entities rather than by gold market participants," Verma 

said. 

http://indiatoday.intoday.in/story/iim-a-study-calls-for-gold-spot-exchange/1/598968.html
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6. Centre Finalising Gold Policy Reforms, 
 

Budget Rollout Likely: BS 

 

The Centre has called a meeting on Monday to finalise a proposal to set up a National Bullion 

Board, an umbrella body to implement gold policies and reforms, as well as a gold spot 

exchange. 

 

Industry stakeholders, representatives from the Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad 

(IIM-A)‘s India Gold Policy Centre and officials from the commerce and finance ministry will 

attend the meeting. 

 

The finance ministry is also likely to consider duty on dore (unrefined gold) imports, in view of 

some cases of misuse of concessions in import duty by some refineries in excise-free zones. 

The move is aimed at ending a one percent arbitrage by way of lower duty to refineries in 

excise-free zones. 

http://www.thequint.com/business/2016/02/22/qbiz-gst-in-second-half-of-budget-session-gold-reforms-and-more
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 http://www.gems2jewellery.com/?p=6123 
 
February 20, 2016 
 

Gold Spot Exchange in India is Viable: IGPC 

 

Ahmedabad: India Gold Policy Centre (IGPC) at Indian Institute of Management Ahmedabad 

(IIMA) released a study on the viability of a Gold Spot Exchange in India by Prof. Joshy Jacob 

and Prof. Jayanth R. Varma of IIMA. One of the key findings is that a Gold Spot Exchange is 

eminently viable and would lead to efficient price discovery, assurance in the quality of gold, 

active retail participation, greater integration with financial markets, and greater gold recycling. 

The study involved a survey of all important stakeholders including jewellers, refiners, bankers, 

commodity exchanges and other participants in the gold value chain. It also studied the Gold 

Spot Exchanges in Turkey, China, Singapore and Dubai. 

 

Briefing about the study, Prof. Joshy Jacob explained that, “Most of the demand for physical gold 

in India is routed through hubs outside India, particularly Dubai. The quality of gold available and 

the price in various parts of the country vary significantly. Large players procure gold directly 

from miners and traders in overseas gold hubs, while the medium and small jewellers are often 

forced to depend on large players and face significant price disadvantage.” 

 

The study indicates that the small players and perhaps some large players are keen to source 

gold through a gold exchange. The assessment based on conversations with a wide variety of 

potential stakeholders and participants is that if 10% of India’s gold imports flow through the 

exchange it would provide the minimal liquidity to sustain a contract. Prof. Jayanth Varma 

emphasized, “This minimal liquidity of 100 tons would attract larger participation and snowball 

into a vibrant contract that becomes the dominant forum for price discovery and for investment in 

physical gold.” 

 

Prof. Varma added that “Governance is one of the key things that an Indian gold exchange 

would bring to the table. The Gold Exchange must aim at achieving leadership in Asian gold 

markets by setting high standards of governance including an India responsible gold policy, 

world class gold quality assurance, risk management, clearing and settlement as well as 

regulation and supervision by a credible regulator like SEBI. To avoid conflicts of interest, the 

Gold Exchange must be promoted by neutral players like existing exchanges, banks and other 

financial entities rather than by participants in the gold industry.” 

 

The study recommends that the Exchange should offer a wide range of contracts to meet the 

needs of the gold industry such as (a) domestic spot gold contract (b) global spot gold contract 

denominated in US dollars based on delivery outside the domestic tariff area (DTA) (c) dore 

swap contract and (d) gold lending and borrowing mechanism (GLBM). Within the constraints of 

capital control regulations, both the domestic and global contracts on the Gold Exchange must 

be open to the widest range of participants. 

http://www.gems2jewellery.com/?p=6123


 
 
 
 
 

 

The India Gold Policy Centre at the Indian Institute of Management, Ahmedabad (IIMA) 

sponsored by the World Gold Council is a Centre of excellence, conducting cutting-edge applied 

research on the Gold Industry in India and providing insights to suggest ways at both policy as 

well as execution levels. It works closely with the policy makers and advises them on several 

issues related to policies on gold. India Gold Policy Centre worked closely with the Ministry of 

Finance (MOF) on creating a better understanding of the Gold Monetization Scheme and 

Sovereign Gold Bonds Scheme introduced by the government recently. 
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 http://www.heerazhaveraat.com/heera/index.php/news/details/4766 
 
February 22, 2016 
 

IGPC released report on gold exchange! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Recently the IGPC (India Gold Policy Centre) at IIMA has released a Research Report on 
 
‘Viability of Spot Exchange in India’ by Prof Jayanth Varma and Prof Joshy Jacob. The report 

concludes by saying , A spot Gold Exchange in India is eminently viable and would help create a 

vibrant gold ecosystem in India commensurate with India's large share of global gold 

consumption. 

 

The Gold Exchange would lead to efficient price discovery, assurance in the quality of gold, 

active retail participation, greater integration with financial markets, and greater gold recycling. 

The Gold Exchange would also help in the gold monetization efforts of the government. The 

Gold Exchange must set high standards of governance and aim at achieving leadership in Asian 

gold markets. 

 

To this end, it must be promoted by neutral players who do not suffer from conflicts of interest 

and must be regulated by SEBI which is the regulator for stock, derivative and commodity 

exchanges in India. It must also seek global partnerships and collaborations to increase its 

global reach. 

 

A Gold Exchange located in an International Financial Services Centre would offer the greatest 

benefits in terms of ability to offer domestic and global gold contracts, gold vaults inside and 

outside the Domestic Tariff Area, and ability to attract international participants. 

 

Within the constraints of capital control regulations, both the domestic and global contracts on 
the Gold Exchange must be open to the widest range of participants. The report also says, “Our 

http://www.heerazhaveraat.com/heera/index.php/news/details/4766


 
 
 
 

assessment based on our survey is that this minimal initial volume is eminently feasible because 

there are significant segments that are under served by the existing market structure, and they 

would be keen on the greater transparency afforded by the exchange.” 
 
The gold exchange should offer a wide range of contracts to meet the needs of the gold industry: 
 
1: Domestic Spot Gold Contract,  

 
2: Global Spot Gold Contract denominated in US dollars based on delivery outside the Domestic 
Tariff Area (DTA)  
 
3: Dore Swap Contract  
 
4: Gold Lending and Borrowing Mechanism (GLBM).  
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 http://aojmedia.blogspot.in/2016/02/iim-ahmedabad-study-recommends-spot.html 
 
 
 
AHMEDABAD: The India Gold Policy Centre (IGPC) at the IIM-A here today called for setting up 

of a gold spot exchange for efficient price discovery and ensure quality. 

 

The recommendations were submitted to the centre following a detailed study by the Indian 
Institute of Management, Ahmedabad (IIM-A). 

 

The IGPC claimed that such a spot exchange will not only be viable but also increase value 
added activity. 

 

"Despite being the second largest gold importer in the world with a demand of nearly 1,000 

tonne annually, India lacks many key elements of the gold ecosystem," IIM-A professor Joshy 

Jacob, who conducted the study along with Prof Jayant Verma, said. 

 

"At present, most of the demand for physical gold in the country is routed through hubs outside 

the country, particularly Dubai. Quality of gold available and the price in various parts of the 

country vary significantly. Large players procure gold directly from miners and traders in 

overseas gold hubs, while the medium and small jewellers are often forced to depend on large 

players and face significant price disadvantage," he said. 

 
The study was conducted after interacting with many stakeholders and after studying the gold 
spot exchanges in Turkey, China Singapore and Dubai. 

 

"We have seen that after Turkey, China and Dubai set up gold exchanges, gold trade became 
more regularised and a gold value chain has been completed in those countries, Jacob said. 

 

"To avoid conflicts of interest the gold exchange must be promoted by neutral players like stock 

exchanges, banks and other financial entities rather than by gold market participants," Verma 

said. 

http://aojmedia.blogspot.in/2016/02/iim-ahmedabad-study-recommends-spot.html
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India to finalise on Gold Board, Gold Exchange 

 

As the Union Budget 2016-17 is only a week away, the decisions of the meet are likely to 
influence Arun Jaitley, Finance Minister's announcements. 
 
22 Feb 2016 Commodity Online 

 

India in a bid to curb the ever growing greed for gold is boosting the reforms on Gold. The 

government has convened a meeting on Monday to finalize on National Bullion Board and gold 

spot exchange. As the Union Budget 2016-17 is only a week away, the decisions of the meet are 

likely to influence Arun Jaitley, Finance Minister's announcements. 

 

The meet will be attended by industry stake holders, representatives of Institute of Management 

Ahmedabad (IIM-A)'s India Gold Policy Centre and officials from the commerce and finance 

ministry. 

 

India's demand for Gold is rising. World Gold Council(WGC) says annual consumer demand for 

gold in India has surged by 1 per cent in 2015. Full year 2015 saw China (985t) and India (849t) 

continue their dominance in the global gold market, accounting for close to 45% of total global 

gold demand during 2015WGC said. 
 
The importance of Gold Board in India 

 

'Why India Needs a Gold Policy', a combined report by World Gold Council and FICCI released 

in 2014 had recommended the opening of a Gold Board in India. The report said the board 

would: 

 
1) Provide refinancing facilities to institutions lending against gold collateral. Helping to create 
accredited assaying units across the country.  
 
2) Participating in the development of internationally recognised refineries.  
 
3) Drafting guidelines and regulations for the standardisation of gold.  
 
4) Developing policy measures to assist the monetisation of domestic stocks of gold.  
 
5) Contributing to the growth of gold-backed investment products.  

http://www.commodityonline.com/news/india-to-finalise-on-gold-board-gold-exchange-72861-3-72862.html
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 http://www.wholesalejewelryindex.com/2016/02/22/iim-ahmedabad-study-recommends-spot-gold-exchange-
for- efficient-price-discovery-in-in/ 

 

IIM Ahmedabad study recommends spot gold 
exchange for efficient price discovery in 

 

The India Gold Policy Centre (IGPC) at the IIM-A here today called for setting up of a gold spot 
exchange for efficient price discovery and ensure quality. 

 

The recommendations were submitted to the centre following a detailed study by the Indian 
Institute of Management, Ahmedabad (IIM-A). 

 

The IGPC claimed that such a spot exchange will not only be viable but also increase value 
added activity. 

 

“Despite being the second largest gold importer in the world with a demand of nearly 1,000 

tonne annually, India lacks many key elements of the gold ecosystem,” IIM-A professor Joshy 

Jacob, who conducted the study along with Prof Jayant Verma, said. 

 

A gold exchange would lead to efficient price discovery, assurance in the quality of gold, active 

retail participation, greater integration with financial markets, and greater gold recycling, Jacob 

said. 
 
Courtesy- ET News 

http://www.wholesalejewelryindex.com/2016/02/22/iim-ahmedabad-study-recommends-spot-gold-exchange-for-efficient-price-discovery-in-in/
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Insights into Editorial: Pros of a spot gold 
exchange in India 

 
BY INSIGHTS · FEBRUARY 22, 2016 
 
Insights into Editorial: Pros of a spot gold exchange in India 
 
22 February 2016 
 
Article Link 

 

India is the world’s second largest gold consumer with an annual demand of nearly 1,000 
tonnes. In spite of this, the country lacks many key elements of an efficient gold ecosystem. 
 
Problems with the Indian gold market: 
 

 The gold market here is plagued by fragmentation. 
 Prices vary significantly across channels and locations. 
 The quality of gold also varies widely. 


 Jewellery rather than gold bars, gold coins, or gold-linked financial products, still 

dominates retail demand. 


 Large jewellers and traders mostly import refined gold from international markets, such as 
Dubai, causing loss of economic value and jobs in India. 

 
What can we learn from other countries? 

 

With the global gold market shifting from the West to the East, many Asian countries, such as 

Turkey, China, Singapore, and the UAE, have set up global-scale physical infrastructure for 

refining, storage, transport, trading and financing of gold to cater to the spurt in demand in the 

region. 

 
Gold exchanges and related infrastructure set up by these countries have greatly enhanced the 
efficiency of their gold markets by way of: 
 

1. Efficient price discovery.   
2. Quality assurance.   
3. Active retail participation.   
4. Use of gold bars and gold coins.   
5. Use of gold-linked financial products instead of jewellery for investment purposes.   
6. Greater integration with financial markets through gold leasing and lending.  

http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/02/22/insights-into-editorial-pros-of-a-spot-gold-exchange-in-india/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/02/22/insights-into-editorial-pros-of-a-spot-gold-exchange-in-india/
http://www.insightsonindia.com/2016/02/22/insights-into-editorial-pros-of-a-spot-gold-exchange-in-india/


 
 
 
 
Key facts on Indian gold market: 

 

 Large players in the country procure gold directly from miners and traders in overseas 
gold hubs, often at a discount to the benchmark London Bullion Market prices. 


 Medium and small jewellers mostly depend on large players for supply of gold and face 

significant cost disadvantage. 


 Resellers are a significant source of gold for jewellers and refiners. However, there is no 
transparency in the activities associated with reselling of gold into the market. 

 
How can we improve India’s situation? 

 

According to a survey conducted by the India Gold Policy Center at IIM Ahmedabad, a national-

level spot exchange would address the above mentioned problems and benefit stakeholders 

through transparency in pricing and standardization. 

 

 The survey also found that most of the small jewellers are keen to source gold through a 
gold exchange and, surprisingly, some large players too. 

 
How can we improve the situation? 

 

 Establish a domestic and an international exchange which would allow two-way trading in 
physical gold and also provide derivative products for hedging. 


 The Exchange could also include gold vaulting facilities set up by experienced promoters, 

logistic arrangements to achieve next day delivery across the 21 major locations in India, 

and mechanisms for quality assurance and standardization of gold. 


 The Exchange should also offer domestic spot gold contracts and global spot gold 
contracts denominated in US dollars based on delivery outside the domestic tariff area. 


 Within the constraints of capital control regulations, both the domestic and global 

contracts on the Exchange must be open to the widest range of participants. 


 All domestic entities and foreign portfolio investors should be allowed to trade in domestic 
contracts. 

 Gold lending and borrowing mechanism (GLBM) should also be put in place. 
 
What should the government do? 

 

As in other Asian nations such as China, investment grade gold traded on the exchange should 

be exempt from indirect taxes such as VAT and GST, but should be subject to a Commodity 

Transaction Tax (CTT). 

 

High standard of governance is the key if the Exchange is to aspire for leadership in Asian gold 
markets. These governance measures would include: 
 

 An India-responsible gold policy. 
 World class gold quality assurance. 
 Risk management. 
 High quality clearing and settlement. 


 Regulation and supervision by a credible regulator such as Securities and Exchange 

Board of India. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Things to be considered while setting up these exchanges: 

 

Ideally, the Exchange must be promoted by neutral players (e.g. existing commodity, stock and 

derivative exchanges; banks; and other financial entities) instead of participants in the gold 

industry (e.g. jewellers, refiners and traders) because of conflict of interest. 
 
Partnership with gold markets in Singapore, London and Shanghai can also be considered. 

 

Minority equity participation by multilateral financial institutions such as the Asian Development 

Bank and the BRICS bank, and technical collaboration with professional bodies such as the 

London Bullion Market Association would be also valuable. 
 
Way ahead: 

 

The Exchange would be economically feasible if it drew a minimum trade quantity of about 100 

tonnes a year, which appears quite feasible, given the annual demand of about 1,000 tonnes in 

India and that there are many segments of the gold market that are underserved by the existing 

market structure. Once the Exchange is set up, the participation balloons and vibrant contracts 

in the Exchange become the dominant forum for price discovery and investment in physical gold. 
 
Conclusion: 

 

An Exchange in India would help much to create a vibrant gold ecosystem matching India’s large 

share of global gold consumption, leading to efficient price discovery, assurance in the quality of 

gold, active retail participation, greater integration with financial markets, and greater gold 

recycling. It would also boost the gold monetization efforts of the centre through transparency 

and standardization of the gold market. 

 


